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About This Game

"Don't you remember me? After all we've been through..."

What do you want to be when you grow up? Paul thought his life would be set after college, but at 22 he's toiling away in a job
he doesn't like and coming home to an empty apartment every night. He doesn't know who he is, where he's going, or how he

fits into his world.

But then on one dark and stormy night, a mysterious woman appears to him, and everything changes...

The Beard in the Mirror is a throwback to when adventure games came in giant cardboard boxes and if you didn't have the
hintbook, that was it; you were stuck on that puzzle for the rest of your life. It's a labor of love from a husband-and-wife team

from two different worlds (she’s a Sierra fangirl, and he’s a LucasArts diehard) who have been working on it together since
before they even started dating.

KEY FEATURES

A classic point-and-click adventure for the modern age!

Sincere yet lighthearted story with magic, danger, romance, and adventure

Death lurking around every corner! (Although you'll never lose any progress.)
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Retro points system to help you track your progress, and see if you've missed any secrets...

Just like the games you used to play on your dad's weird friend's computer
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Title: The Beard in the Mirror
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Oh, a Rock! Studios
Publisher:
Oh, a Rock! Studios
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016
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the beard in the mirror walkthrough. the beard in the mirror

So I have been playing the game for about 15 minutes and noticed a couple of things.

1-No way to change the controls: Rather annoying.

2-Whenever i press the "Tab" key: the game wont recognize any bottons presses except left and right mouse button and the
game will not start again until you press one of them, you can move the camera however .Pressing "Tab" again does nothing and
kind of confused why this happens.

3-You cannot scroll through your weapon's: you have to select them by pressing the "1,2 and 3" keys. This is a farely popular
feature and i hope it get's implemented.

4-Finally in the resolution "1920x1080" the score to the left of the screen isn't fully on the screen, however everything else is
where it should be.

All that done with i did enjoy the game even if it was on PVP mode with no one else on it. I do also like the fact you can jump
like Mario.
. One of the gifts of video games is the ability to step into someone else's shoes. You can be another person, live the experience
of another culture, explore a whole new mythology. You can experience whole new lives and identities. You can learn
something, develop a new mindset to solve new puzzles.

Or you can have a game about Native Americans that includes South American and African world bits and confuses wigwams
and teepees and actually has a scalp hanging in the happy couple's home, why not? I've never heard of some of the spirits in this
game, and the Native artifacts in this game seem to come from many tribes. I have no idea if the mythology is authentic or not,
and nowhere to start looking.

I am going to give up and appropriate someone else's review.

"Pretty simple but fun game with 4 types of mini game: hidden objects, three-in-a-row, original potions puzzle and boss battles
similar to PuzzleQuest game."

That person gave it a thumbs up so I'll just take that, too. African animals for everyone!. In short: This game is 35 minutes of an
old solid puzzle mechanic in a surprisingly poor implementation. During a -80% sale the price is fair, but you should probably
skip this.

In long: The core mechanic is solid, mainly because it's ancient. Each of the 60 levels has a premade network of paths
with a fixed start and exit. To complete a level you need to step on each tile exactly once. Three levels towards the end
randomly feature a portal mechanic, but the rest is all the same. The controls are competent. For the over-all poor
quality I was pleasantly surprised that I could freely alternate between arrow keys and WASD.

The difficulty ramps slowly and some mid-game levels have actually interesting and mildly challenging layouts. Since
there is no undo mechanic you are forced to restart if you ever make a wrong move. I like the challenge of having to
map out your path in advance, but making the game artificially longer by not allowing undo is not a compelling design
decision. Most endgame levels are incredibly uninsipried, as if they were in the wrong order or as if the developer had
lost interest. Twice a level even straight-up repeats.

While the game mechanic is decent, the implementation is poor. I didn't like the music or the sound effects, but I also
disabled them pretty quickly and didn't give them much of a chance. The graphics are laughably poor. The game has
only 3 options - disabling music, sound effects and fullscreen. I'm happy there is a windowed mode and volume sliders
are not strictly required (but would be very nice to have!). But it all falls apart when you restart the game. None of the
options are kept and have to be set each time again. It's almost as if the developer hadn't considered that you would
play the game across multiple sessions. Further evidence: There is completely inconsequential coin collection in the
game, which is only used to trigger 3 achievements. But while your step-count is saved, coins are reset every time you
restart the game. But on the flipside they are kept when you restart levels, so you can just collect the same coins over
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and over. Either these are really strange (and bad) design decisions or quite obvious bugs.

In conclusion this feels like a proof-of-concept student game that was abandoned halfway through testing and turning
this into a proper release. There is no way this is worth full price, but on sale for -80% it passes for me. You'll get more
than half an hour of decent gameplay out of Illie. I'm surprised by the poor quality, but I don't exactly regret my
purchase for such a low price. Still, I can't really recommend the game when the same mechanic is used in other games
much more competently for a simliar price-point.. 10\/10 i would recommand this to anybody that likes competitive
sports. It's very basic but so hard to master. I'm a new player and i must say the comunity is friendly and they like to
teach new players.
Go try it out and see for yourself!!. I am really enjoying this game! I would suggest it to any point and click adventure
game fan. I've played a ton of this genre and this one has great humor, great voice acting, it's beautiful, interesting, it's
challenging, but not too challenging. Really cool what they did with the ghosts in the inventory. Before buying I saw
reviews about it not working, so I was hesitant, but I havent had any problems with the game functioning. I'm loving it!
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Fortunately this game has its third chapter (The Great Escape) which is brilliant! I really recommend it!
Instead these chapters 1 & 2 I played after it and I feel my Saturday wasted. Game is quite frivolous and puzzles were finally
incredibly silly so I ended up looking for walkthrough. There were also some difficulties using an inventory and asking about
items; it's not told what they are, or that narrator's subtitles run quickly past. And why the soundtrack is N\/A?
But I'm happy this game serie stayed alive.. Its fun to play for a while, but its not worth $39.99 (20% off) that I bought it for. So
far I have played 7 hrs , This game has potential to be great maybe with updates

Pros: Playing real tennis often I felt serving was fun and felt real -- taking time to do the serving lesson helped; and the sound of
striking a tennis ball is good.

Cons:
* When pressing a specific stroke button you expect it to execute that stroke but too often it would go to the generic slap shot,
and i mean while i have plenty of time to strike the ball not chasing down a ball. I'm not sure if it is because they are low
bouncing balls, eiither way you should be able to buggy wip with top spin if you hit the top spin button

* Any shot that lands short the AI will move into the court but will not reposition itself to either come to net or back up to the
baseline, instead it stands 2-3 feet inside the baseline for most of the rally before deciding to come to net; it is not realistic when
going cross court wih pace only for your opponent who is standing just outside the service box runs across court to make a half
volley shot with ease

* player stops chasing a getable ball or slow to respond

* unable to get back to center of court in time when being stretch-- no agility, slow response, and movement

* Playing Career Mode: So far I have a hard time getting past the fact that customizing a player is very very limited; not able to
change basic features like skin tone or hair style or color tells you all you need know.
When I created my player, I thought, okay this is limited, customizing is minor but then I thought I should just play an
exhibition match using Roger Federer to see the level that this game has to offer it terms of building you player up towards
greatness. As I said before strokes you would expect to play turn into generic strokes even when you play with Roger Federer,
inside-out forehands down the line while pressing the top spin button turn into slap shots that hardly penetrate the court. As
Roger, shots i'd expect to hit at this level were few and far between, which is disheartening towards playing career mode if this
is all it delivers.

This game is fun if you want to burn some time - maybe 15 mins. Some strokes are real but more often than not it fails in shot
selection or correct strokes, and it is very limited in shots, for both slices and top spins compared to Top Spin 4, short angled top
spin shots are limited even when you have enough time, positioning, and correct power compared to TS4.
I will update this review once I try (force myself) to play career mode or log a few more hours to get a better feel for it

this game is about 2 notches below Top Spin Tennis 4. Minecraft with a twist that never became a thing.. For a Worms game
presumably released after Armageddon, it's surprisingly not terrible.. I reccomend you all get this game its fun c: its in alpha still
but i still reccomend it..this game will be something great when its complete :3. Indie Game of The Year 2016. Reminds me of
Daggerfall, but that's probably because I haven't played many dungeon crawlers. Although I'd love a more complex stat and skill
system (perhaps my favorite part of the aforementioned Daggerfall) the game is very fun. Also infuriating when you die in a
dumb way. I wouldn't consider that a con, however.. This is another game on the line between recommend or not recommend. Is
it worth the $13.99 it usually is? I don't think so. Even with struggling on puzzles I was able to complete the game twice in under
five hours... and I left the game running during a break for dinner so it's really even less than that. Now, I don't like to judge a
game's worth on it's length, and I've played plenty of short games that I'd happily pay $5, $10, even more for, but this is not one
of them, so I recommend catching it on sale when it's only a few dollars. The game isn't just short though, the content is lacking.
Aside from a few puzzles that you may struggle with, most of them are simple enough to complete in seconds. The "story" it
supposedly tells is disjointed and the few puzzles that will give you problems (and those problems won't be in solving them, but
in getting the physics to work on your side) will make you forget the story entirely when you spend 20 minutes trying to throw a
fireball at a soldier. On the other hand it is a beautiful game, truly. The stained glass art style is enchanting and the music is
pleasant, but whether that's enough to make the game worth it is up to you-- for me, eh, it evened things out.
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Overall:

+ art style
+ music
+ concept is fun, in a crayon physics sort of way
+ when it works, it works and will make you smile

- way too short
- fails at telling its story
- most of the puzzles are too easy
- the difficult puzzles are difficult because of uncomfortable physics, with only one or two requiring you to actually figure out a
clever solution. Pros:
Great Music
More difficult than the other DLC's
Interesting prison design and layout
Greater use of grappling hook

Cons:
None really

Rating: 10\/10
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